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Air Pollution Science for the 21st Century, Volume 1 (Developments in Environmental Science)Pergamon, 2002

	Acid rain, ozone photochemistry, long-range transport of pollutants, greenhouse
	gas emissions and aerosols dominated tropospheric air pollution research
	in the last 30 years of the 20^^ century. At the start of the 2V^ century,
	acid rain is subject to planned improvement in Europe and North America,
	but is a growing problem in Asia....
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Pro VB 2005 and the .NET 2.0 Platform, Second EditionApress, 2006
The initial release of the .NET platform (circa 2001) caused quite a stir within the Visual Basic programming community. One the one hand, many die-hard VB 6.0 developers were up in arms at the major differences between VB 6.0 and Visual Basic .NET. Individuals in this group were a bit stunned to see that VB .NET was not in fact “VB...
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Web Client Programming with PerlO'Reilly, 1997

	If you've ever wanted to learn more about Web protocols so you could build custom client-side tools to automate tasks--or just so you have a better understanding of what's happening behind the scenes--then Web Client Programming with Perl is the book for you. Wong explains HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) requests and...
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Knowledge-Free and Learning-Based Methods in Intelligent Game PlayingSpringer, 2010

	The book is focused on the developments and prospective challenging problems in the area of mind game playing (i.e. playing games that require mental skills) using Computational Intelligence (CI) methods, mainly neural networks, genetic/evolutionary programming and reinforcement learning. The majority of discussed game playing ideas were...
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Discrete Mathematics for Computer ScienceBrooks Cole, 2005

	As the discipline of computer science has matured, it has become clear that a study of discrete mathematical topics is an essential part of the computer science major. The course in discrete structures has two primary aims. The first is to introduce students to the rich mathematical structures that naturally describe much of the content of...
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Node.js the Right Way: Practical, Server-Side JavaScript That ScalesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Get to the forefront of server-side JavaScript programming by writing compact, robust, fast, networked Node applications that scale. Ready to take JavaScript beyond the browser, explore dynamic languages features and embrace evented programming? Explore the fun, growing repository of Node modules provided by npm. Work with multiple protocols,...
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Advanced JavaScript: Speed up web development with the powerful features and benefits of JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Gain a deeper understanding of JavaScript and apply it to build small applications in backend, frontend, and mobile frameworks.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the new ES6 syntax, the event loop, and asynchronous programming
	
			Learn the test-driven development approach when building...
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Intelligent Scene Modelling Information Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Scene modeling is a very important part in Computer Graphics because it all ows creating more or less complex models to be rendered, coming from the real world or from the designer’s imagination. However, scene modeling is a very difficult task, asthere is a need of more and more complex scenes and traditional geometric modelers are not well...
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Building Websites with DotNetNuke 5Packt Publishing, 2010

	DotNetNuke is an open source Content Management System and web application framework. It has taken the Microsoft world by storm and now at version 5, its community has grown to over 200,000 users. Revised and updated for DotNetNuke 5, this renowned book is your indispensable guide to creating content-rich websites with DotNetNuke, as quickly...
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Computational Forensics: 4th International Workshop, IWCF 2010 Tokyo, JapanSpringer, 2011

	This Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) volume contains the papers presented at the International Workshop on Computational Forensics (IWCF 2010), held in Tokyo, Japan during November 11–12, 2010. The workshop took place in conjunction with the 16th Annual Scientific Meeting of the Japanese Association of Forensic Science.
...
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Plone 3 for EducationPackt Publishing, 2009
Why do so many schools have terrible websites? Talk to the people in charge, and you rarely find incompetence. On the contrary, the web team is often the first to express dissatisfaction, but their hands are tied by some combination of these problems:

• The webmaster bottleneck. Everyone is busy. If editing web content is any harder...
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Effective C# (Covers C# 4.0): 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your C#, Second Edition (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	C# has matured over the past decade: It’s now a rich language with generics, functional programming concepts, and support for both static and dynamic typing. This palette of techniques provides great tools for many different idioms, but there are also many ways to make mistakes. In Effective C#, Second...
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